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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give a method of continuing polyharmonic functions in 
any number of independent variables. Suppose 4 is a polyharmonic function 
in an (n + I)-dimensional, open set D, abutting on a portion u of the hyper- 
plane y  = 0. Assume, also, that 4 satisfies certain homogeneous boundary 
conditions on 0, then we will show q5 can be continued across (T into some 
finite region determined by D and the boundary conditions. In more than 
two independent variables we can no longer utilize (see [l]) the power of 
complex variables, and hence we can only reflect functions which satisfy 
linear boundary conditions with constant coefficients. As in [I], our method 
depends on expressing 4 in terms of harmonic functions. After introducing 
notation and definitions in Section 2, we state a lemma providing this repre- 
sentation in terms of harmonic functions. The proof of this lemma is more 
complicated than in the two dimensional case, and special assumptions have 
to be made about the domain of the polyharmonic function represented. We 
begin, in Section 3, with a general description of our method of reflection 
which basically consists of showing that the problem of reflection is equivalent 
to solving a certain analytic Cauchy problem. Our method is then illustrated 
by two examples. The first illustration treats problems for which the boundary 
conditions contain basically no tangential derivatives. This type of boundary 
condition contains as special cases those considered by [2-51. 
We find for this type of boundary condition that the domain of reflection 
is the entire mirror image of the original domain of definition. Our second 
example is a biharmonic function with boundary conditions containing 
tangential derivatives. This example is interesting because it has character- 
istics with regard to the domain of reflection and type of dependence on the 
original function not exhibited by other examples in the literature. In our 
concluding remarks we discuss how certain hypothesis can be weakened and 
how the method itself can be extended to cover a broader class of elliptic 
equations, It should be mentioned that our method of reflection is a synthesis 
of ideas found in [2] and [6]. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
\I:c introduce here the notation needed in the later sections. An arbitrary 
point in our 11 + 1 dimensional space is denoted by (u, .q 0.. x,) -: (y, x) and 
( y, Xl *a. X,) = (Y, X) is an indeterminate vector; I1 is the domain of 
definition of the polyharmonic function we want to reflect. A domain, D, is 
cylindrical if (a, s) and (c, x) being clcments of D implies (b, s) is, whenever 
u 5:: b :-- c. As usual, 2, -- (a,, ,... ax,), 8, 7 (aZl ,... ZT ), n 
Q Ycximxj” = c~:Z~~~“,Q(Y, X) Y = a, 
x I= a, 
where Q( Y, X) is a polynomial, 
P( Y, T) is a polynomial in Y and 7. All polynomials will be assumed to have 
constant coefficients. ij is the mirror image of D in u. 
3. REFLECTING POLYHARMONIC FUNCTIOXS 
In this section we make repeated use of the following differential operator 
identity, which is valid for sufficiently:diffcrentiable functions A(y, x), U(y, r); 
Q;,(%, , 8,) [A VI = [AO + 42~ + i A&x,] u 
i=l 
+ (higher order derivatives of A) (lower order derivatives of U), (3.0) 
where A,, = aziA. The proof of this is identical to that in [I] for the case of 
two independent variables. 
We next give the lemma expressing the generalized Almansi decomposition 
[8] of a polyharmonic function into harmonic functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1+4(x, y) satisfy, AN+ = 0, in a cylindrical domain D then 
there exist harmonic functions I/J’, i .- l,... N, defined in D such that 
$h = $ y”-‘tp(y, x). (3.1) 
i=l 
A proof of this lemma, which is considerably more complicated than in 
two dimensions, can bc found in [I]. 
A formal outline of our method is presented next. 
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Let us suppose that we have the problem of analytically continuing the 
function (Cl(y, x), a solution of AN4 = 0, given that 
2% Q”(% , a,) 9 = 0, gz 1 . ..N (3.0.0) 
for some arbitrary polynomial operators 8”. By expressing II, in the form 
* = f yj-lp (3.0.1) 
j=l 
and then applying the methods of Example 3.2 we shall see that the boundary 
conditions (3.0.0) lead to an inhomogeneous, linear analytic system of 
P.D.E.‘s 
j==N 
;lQ;i-@, > aa> 9’ =f,(r, 4, g = 1 *a. N (3.0.2) 
in D u D u a; and where the harmonic functions @ which solve (3.0.2) 
are known in D. By using algebraic methods we can show that the functions 
#j also satisfy, in D, the separated equations 
R(a,,a,)p=Mj(r,x) j= 1 ***N, (3.0.3) 
where R(8, , a,) = det(Q$-r) and the M’(y, x) are analytic functions known 
throughout D u D u u. Consider next the analytic Cauchy problem for the 
Eqs. (3.0.3) on the plane initial surface parallel to u, consisting of points 
(e, x) in D. Because we know the analytic functions #j which satisfy (3.0.3) 
in D, we can use them to specify initial data on the initial surface. Of course 
the analytic functions +’ satisfy this analytic Cauchy problem in D. Hence, 
whenever R(8, , a,) is such that analytic solutions, bj, to the above Cauchy 
problem exist and extend into some domain D* past u, it will be possible to 
continue the functions (cli into the same domain. For by uniqueness of the 
solution to analytic Cauchy problems we can assert these extended functions 
@ are equal to the $i in D. The problem of finding analytic solutions to the 
system (3.0.3) will not be pursued with generality here. Instead we illustrate 
our method of continuation by two examples which are interesting in their 
own right. 
Our first illustration is for polyharmonic functions 4 of order N which 
obey linear boundary conditions on u of the type, 
mp, , A) 9 = 0 g = 1 *** N, 
where the Pg(t, t) are polynomials with constant coefficients. These boundary 
conditions contain as special cases those considered in [2-53. In particular 
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Duffin, under somewhat stronger conditions than ours reflected biharmonic 
functions which satisfied boundary conditions 
a+,, + bA$ = 0, h/u + w, = 0, (3A) 
where a, b, c, and d are constants satisfying the condition 
ac + 2ad - 2bc + 0. (3B) 
We shall next prove Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 
(i) AN+ = 0 in D (a cylindrical domain), 
(ii) lim,,, Ps(% , A) $ = 0, 
(iii) P$(8y, 0) @ are bounded us y -+ 0, for i < j - 1, j = I,..., N, 
(iv) The determinant (P$.I(~, , 0)) is not identicaZly zero 
then # can be rejected into the mirror image domain D of D. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 1 #(y, x) can be represented, in D, in the form 
(cr = f Yi-l+i, (3.1.1) 
i=l 
where the @ are harmonic functions. Next we calculate Pg(ay , A) I+G, where $ 
is taken in the form given by (3.1 .I). This calculation reduces to that of 
computing P”(yi-lp), i = 1 *-* N. To perform these calculations we make 
repeated use of (3.0) in the following way 
p"(ri-l$i) = ypB(yi-2#i) + py”(yi-“~) (3.1.1’) 
where in (3.0) we have set Q = Pg, A = y, and U = yi-s@. Applying (3.0) 
again, we also have 
pu(yi-2$i) =rpu(yi-3#i) + p”,(yf-3#i) 
p;(yi-y) = yqyy) + p$(yi-3z$). 
Substituting these expressions back into Eq. (3.1.1’), we have 
pu(y-gi) = y”pyy”-“$9) + 2yp,g(yi-3#) + p”yp(yi-3@). 
Continuing the above procedure we eventually find that 
409/=/3-15 
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where Clc@, ik for K < i - 1 are positive integers whose exact values are 
unimportant and Cf--r = I, ii-r = 0, and also il, > 0 for k < i - 1. Applying 
the previous algorithm to c’, as it is expressed in (3.1.1) (with the index 
variable j instead of i) gives (3.1.2). 
Hence, we see that 
where 
j=N k=j-1 
Pg(av ) A) # = c c Ci”,y+$&$), (3.1.2) 
j 1 I.=0 
cj”-, = 1, jj-l = 0 and jk > 0, K<j-I. 
Since the functions @(y, x) are harmonic the Laplacian annihilates them 
and consequently 
Thus (3.1.2) can be written as 
Pg(av , d) ZjG = 1 c Cj”,yqJ@,) *i g = 1 1.. N, (3.1.3) 
j=l k-0 
where p&(8,) = P&(@, 0). I n view of hypothesis (ii) and (iii) we get upon 
taking the limit y --f 0 that 
(3.1.4) 
In writing (3.1.4) we have also used the conditions on Cy+, and j+.r stated 
below (3.1.2). 
Now consider the functionsf,(y, x) defined in D by 
Each of the functions f, is harmonic in D and furthermore from (3.1.4) 
Hence, using Schwarz’s reflection principle, [7] the function L,(y, X) can be 
analytically continued into the mirror image B of D. 
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In the analytic system of ordinary differential equations below, x is assumed 
to be fixed 
j=N 
c ~“,,-@J $j = f,(y, x), g = 1 **’ N. (3.1.5) 
j=l 
The I,P defined in (3.1 .l) satisfy this system in D, but are unknown in ij. 
Using elementary algebra we simplify (3.1.5) to a more useful form. Let 
R(8’J = det(&-l) 
be the operator determinant of the linear system (3.1.5) and let ,S’-i(a,) be 




W,) #” = c %l(%/)f, = Mk(Y, 4, k = 1 a** N. (3.1.6) 
g-1 
Hence if the functions p satisfy the system (3.1.5) then they also satisfy the 
separated system (3.1.6) where the analytic functions Mk(y, x) are known 
throughout D u D u u. 
Consider the analytic initial value problem 
R(a,) $k = Mk for (y, X) E D u D u (I, (3.1.7) 
where initial data are given on the part of the hyperplane y = e contained 
in D by 
,@k di#k 
dyi=’ 4” (e,z) 
i < I, 
and r is the degree of R(h). If R(h) is not the zero polynomial (for Duffin’s 
boundary conditions (3.A) this is equivalent to the assumption (3.B)), we 
can use the method of variation of parameters to solve the system (3.1.7) for 
each $” explicitly in terms of integrals of the analytic functions M,(y, x) 
and entire functions. Thus, the @ will be analytic in D u ij u CT. 
Using uniqueness of the initial problem (3.1.7) we can assert the 4” are the 
analytic continuations of the 4” into ij u 0. Finally, we make use of (3.1.1) to 
complete the proof. 
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Our method of continuation shows polyharmonic functions satisfying 
boundary conditions of the type 
P’l(y, a) (I, = 0 (3.2.0) 
can be continued into the entire mirror image D, of D. In our next example, 
which satisfies more complex boundary conditions than (3.2.0), we will only 
be able to achieve continuation into a proper subset of D. In previous litera- 
ture the boundary conditions were of types such that the value of 9 at a point 
of i? depended, at most, on the values of $ in a one dimensional subset of D. 
Indeed, for Dirichlet type boundary conditions, John [9] used this property 
in proposing a precise definition of reflection. Our second example shows that 
this simple property does not carry over to functions which obey more 
complicated boundary conditions on u. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 
(i) #(x, y, z) satisfy AZ+ = 0 in D, 
(ii) lim,,,(8,2 + 4 A) $, a,# = 0 and lim,,, a&?, lim,,,,(a,2 + + A) 4” 
both exist, then #(x, y, z) 
can be analytically continued into a wedge-shaped region R, defined below. 
By Lemma 1 # may be represented in D in terms of the harmonic functions 
$1(x, y, z) and $2 in the form 
$ = *’ + YlG2. (3.2.1) 
If we apply the operator an2 + 4 A and a, to 4 as expressed in (3.2.1), then 
we have 
and 
a,+ = A’ + Yh2 + C” (3.2.3) 
in D. In view of hypothesis (ii), we have upon taking the limit y -+ 0 on both 
sides of Eqs. (3.2.2) and ,(3.2.3) that 
$2 $:2 + 4,” = 0 (3.2.4) 
and 
lii *: + *” = 0. (3.2.5) 
Next, we define the harmonic functions f 1, f 2 in D by equations 
f’yx, y, .z ) = *$ 4- +; (3.2.6) 
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f2@, Y, 4 = +; + #“. (3.2.7) 
The harmonic functionsfl, fz also have the property as seen from (3.2.4) 
and (3.2.5), that as y + 0 they vanish. Because of this property they may be 
continued analytically into the mirror image domain of D, D [7]. Thus 
f l, f 2 are known and analytic everywhere in D v D u CT. 
We will show how to express the functions $1, #s in terms of the analytic 
functionsfl, f 2. First operate on both sides of (3.2.7) with - 3, , and then 
to this add (3.2.6). The result is 
&! - Icl;, = - f,” + f’ = &> Y, 4. (3.2.8) 
We see from Eq. (3.2.8) that I,V satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation 
in D. Hence, z,V(x, y, .z) can be expressed in the classical way [7] as 
(3.2.9) 
where the points (xi , h, x), i = 1, 2 and (x, h, x) are in D and h is a small 
constant. Equation (3.2.9) defines #l analytically everywhere in the domain 
of determinacy of D. That is in a wedge-shaped region R contained in D 
with “keel” parallel to the z axis. Since we know $l in R, we can use (3.2.7) 
to obtain #” in R. Hence, using (3.2.1), # is reflected into R. 
4. RE~WRKS 
The hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3.1 can be strengthened by using a 
lemma of Duffin [3]. Our method of continuation can be easily extended to 
apply to the iterated general elliptic second-order equation with constant 
coefficients by using the techniques of [2]. For further details concerning 
these extensions one should consult [l]. 
The author expresses his gratitude to his advisor Professor Avron Douglis 
for much help and encouragement, and also to Professors J. Diaz and 
J. Bramble for several stimulating conversations. 
The contents of this paper form the principal material in the second chapter 
of the author’s Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University of Maryland in 
partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree. 
The revision of that material which appears here was done under contract 
AT(301)-1480 with the US, Atomic Energy Commission, 
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